WORLD PHOTOGRAPHY UNION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITIONS AND REGULATIONS FOR WPU CERTFICATION

1、The WPU Certification can only be awarded to contests with a marked international character
and accessible to participants from all over the world without restrictions. Includes photo
contests for ommercial use and strictly limited themes. Not limited to salon.
2 、 First download the WPU certification application form on the WPU platform
http://www.wpu-photo.org/application-form-1.php. After completing the application, Send the
WPU certification application form and contests plan to the email wpu-photo@qq.com.
3、Closing Date Min: At least 4 months (120 days) after submit to.
4、Certification fee and postage（$120）. WPU Best Photographer Medals（free）.GOLD Medals
（$25 Each）.SILVER Medals（$25 Each）.BRONZE Medals（$25 Each）.HM Ribbons（$4 Each）
.
5、Ask each Section to buy at least one gold medal. Other medals can be select purchased.
6、Upon review of the WPU certification application form and the contests plan, WPU informs the
contests chairman to pay according to the certification fee and of the postage and the amount
purchased medals, The payment supports PayPal.
7、After WPU Finance receives the full fee, Immediate informs the WPU medal official to issue the
WPU certification number and medal to the contests chairman.
A、 Certificate with a numbering code, which refers to the year and the contests number
(e.g. :WPU-2019108). The certificate must be shown at the contests or projection and a copy
of it may be inserted in the catalogue. The year is defined by the closing date of the contests.

B、 WPU LOGO，They have the obligation to use the WPU emblem on their invitations, folders,
posters, catalogues and all other means of promotion for the contests. The regulations must
mention that the contests is run under WPU Certification as well as the given Certification
number. Organizers of international contests, that have not received WPU Certification, do
not have the right to reproduce the WPU logo.

C、 Medals addresses ， Please fill in the exact mailing addresses so that the medal can be
delivered smoothly. The address of the person that the Medals will be shipped, whether the

Chairman or some other person, to MUST be entered using the English Alphabet to be sure
the Medals are shipped to the correct address. Special glyphs, diacritics, or characters
common in some languages, especially the Baltic countries, Turkey or the Eastern
Mediterranean, can result in the address being incorrectly interpreted which in turn results
in you not getting your medals in time.

8 、 To complete the procedure we ask that the applicant e-mails WPU when the medal(s) are
received.
9、Recognized contests information will be showed on WPU contests List for all visitors.
10、The acceptances rate of the contests must not exceed 35%. The full result contests must be
sent to WPU Secretary within 1 month after judging. The catalogue must be sent to WPU
Secretary after contests. The result of the competition is an XLS file, which must include
information such as Last name, First name, Country or Region, Entrant's Email，and Awards. The
entrant's email address is used to verify that the match result notification is delivered.
11 、 By submitted this application, the organizer of contests accepts the regulations of WPU
Certification. The rules above will be executed under the supervision of WPU Certification Board.
Organizers who violate the rules will be rejected for next application.
12 、 Responsibility of WPU ， The fact that WPU is granting its Certification to a photographic
contests does not imply that it is liable or responsible for any faults or wrongdoings committed by
the organizers towards participants and/or third parties.

